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Gain test efficiency improvements with Mastek’s QCheck framework
The QCheck test maturity assessment framework helps businesses evaluate and correct test
process gaps, and benefit from approx. 40% cost-savings.

READING, U.K. – Dec 10, 2018: Mastek, a leading enterprise digital transformation specialist
is helping organisations overcome delays in testing. Through its test maturity assessment
service, Mastek provides businesses transparent, unbiased testing gap analysis and
consultancy to identify and eliminate the gaps in testing processes.
When organisations fail to implement best practice processes, software testing typically
incurs more effort than anticipated, delaying the launch of software and leading to cost
overruns. Mastek’s QCheck test maturity assessment framework provides a structured
approach for strengthening software test processes. It identifies the strengths, weaknesses
and maturity of an existing test process - generating a clearly guided path to improvement
and increasing the value of testing to each firm. As a result, businesses benefit from a 3040% cost savings with right-first-time delivery, 20% release-on-release savings and reduce
defect leakage to less than three percent.
The QCheck assessment is delivered by expert test process consultants. By matching the
assessment to an organisation’s business goals, QCheck delivers the levers and roadmap for
continuous improvement and provides the basis for cumulative, long-term benefits.
Says Gordon Cullum, Chief Technology Officer at Mastek, “Businesses face challenges from
competitive pressures and user demands to deliver new applications and functionality in the
shortest possible timescale. An effective test maturity assessment can enable firms to fully
benefit. Our proven solution, QCheck can improve testing efficiency; thereby reduce the
costs of defect detection and correction, whilst increasing the overall efficiency of business
operations.”
The assessment analyses different delivery methodologies and considers each phase of the
testing process, starting with inception right through to implementation and closure.
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About Mastek
Mastek is an enterprise digital transformation specialist that engineers excellence for customers in
the UK, US and India. We enable large-scale business change programmes through our service
offerings, which include application development, support and testing, BI and analytics, agile
consulting and digital commerce. Whether it is creating new applications, modernising existing ones
or recovering failing projects, we help enterprises to navigate the digital landscape and stay
competitive.
Learn more by visiting www.mastek.com
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